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The Image 2012-05-09 first published in 1962 this wonderfully provocative book introduced the notion of pseudo events events such as press conferences and
presidential debates which are manufactured solely in order to be reported and the contemporary definition of celebrity as a person who is known for his well knownness
since then daniel j boorstin s prophetic vision of an america inundated by its own illusions has become an essential resource for any reader who wants to distinguish the
manifold deceptions of our culture from its few enduring truths
The Image 1971 first ed published under title the image or what happened to the american dream includes index bibliography p 263 294
群衆心理 2018-08 人は大きな集団になったとき 一見非合理な行動をとることがある 革命前夜のフランスを舞台に 集団が生む熱狂や狂気を描く
Pseudo-Problems 2002-01-22 first published in 1993 why do mirrors reverse left and right but not up and down does time flow at an even rate these are just two of the
questions that won t be answered in pseudo problems this book explains how problems are dissolved rather than solved roy sorenson takes the most important and
interesting examples from one hundred years of analytic philosophy and the odd one from the centuries before to consolidate a new theory of dissolution pseudo
problems is a fast moving fascinating alternative history of twentieth century analytic philosophy and a fine example of what philosophical analysis should be not least it
is an important contribution to the debates about creativity and problem solving
The Presentation of Self in Contemporary Social Life 2016-05-17 the presentation of self in contemporary social life covers the popular theories of erving goffman
and shows modern applications of dramaturgical analysis in a wide range of social contexts david shulman s innovative new text demonstrates how goffman s ideas first
introduced in 1959 continue to inspire research into how we manage the impressions that others form about us he synthesizes the work of contemporary scholars who
use dramaturgical approaches from several disciplines who recognize that many values social norms and laws have changed since goffman s time and that
contemporary society offers significant new forms of impression management that we can engage in and experience after a general introduction to dramaturgical
sociology readers will see many examples of how goffman s ideas can provide powerful insights into familiar aspects of contemporary life today including business and
the workplace popular culture the entertainment industry and the digital world
Keywords In News And Journalism Studies 2010-05-01 covers four inter related subject areas news and journalism theories practices environments and technologies
different genres of reporting are covered such as business crime environmental fashion lifestyle investigative science sports and war journalism
On Shedding an Obsolete Past 2022-11-15 on shedding an obsolete past provides a much needed and comprehensive critique of recent us national security policies
in both the trump and biden administrations these policy decisions have produced a series of costly disappointments and outright failures that have destroyed the lives
of hundreds of thousands around the world and cost us taxpayers astronomical sums of money bacevich provides urgent and critical insights into how these failures
occurred and what needs to be done to prevent similar failures in the future he reminds us that by understanding the past we can alter our current trajectory and
transform the world for the better
有名人と権力 2002-06 有名人がもつ権力のメカニズムと形成過程
Pseudo-Authenticity and Tourism 2023-08-31 this book explores the concept of authenticity in tourism through the analysis of six tourist sites in guangdong province and
macau china through a review of tourism literature it develops the concept of pseudo authenticity in which tourist sites and cultural products function to give signs of
authenticity for tourists this is achieved through the influence of media authentic fakery and façadism readers will gain greater insight into tourist sites in china that
operate through cultural preservation the miniaturization of cultural assets and the replication of foreign signs through reproductions of foreign cities the authors outline
the tourist sites an aesthetic analysis on site interviews with tourists and an examination of online reviews of the sites this is a useful work for scholars and students of
tourism studies in china and around the world especially those concerned with issues of authenticity and the effects of commodification on cultural assets
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The International Encyclopedia of Political Communication, 3 Volume Set 2015-12-14 the international encyclopedia of political communication is the definitive single
source reference work on the subject with state of the art and in depth scholarly reflection on the key issues within political communication from leading international
experts it is available both online and in print explores pertinent salient topics within political science sociology psychology communication and many other disciplines
theory empirical research and academic as well as professional debate are widely covered in this truly international and comparative work provides clear definitions and
explanations which are both cross national and cross disciplinary by nature offers an unprecedented level of authority accuracy and balance with contributions from
leading international experts in their associated fields part of the wiley blackwell ica international encyclopedias of communication series published in conjunction with
the international communication association online version available at wiley online library named outstanding academic title of 2016 by choice magazine a publication
of the american library association
Globalization: The Key Concepts 2007-03-12 viewed as a destructive force or an inevitability of modern society globalization is the focus of a multitude of disciplines
a clear understanding of its processes and terminology is imperative for anyone engaging with this ubiquitous topic globalization the key concepts offers a
comprehensive guide to this cross disciplinary subject and covers concepts such as homogenization neo liberalism risk knowledge society time space compression
reflexivity with extensive cross referencing and suggestions for further reading this book is an essential resource for students and interested readers alike as they
navigate the literature on globalization studies
権力の終焉 2015-07-17 マーク ザッカーバーグ facebook ceo 主催のブッククラブ第1回の課題書に選定されるや 全米で20万部超のベストセラーとなった話題作 フィナンシャルタイムズ 2014年ベストブック アリアナ ハフィントン ハフィントン ポスト創設者 絶賛 権力の衰退が世
界を変えた 今日の権力は行使も維持も困難である 権力そのものが かつてない方法で攻撃されはじめているからだ 権力の劣化 衰退が 富裕層だけでなく中間層と生活困窮者に与える影響を分析 経済 政治 社会 ビジネスなど あらゆる分野における権力衰退の要因と影響を明らかにする
Epiphanius of Cyprus 2016-07-05 epiphanius bishop of constantia on cyprus from 367 to 403 c e was incredibly influential in the last decades of the fourth century
whereas his major surviving text the panarion an encyclopedia of heresies is studied for lost sources epiphanius himself is often dismissed as an anti intellectual
eccentric a marginal figure of late antiquity in this book andrew jacobs moves epiphanius from the margin back toward the center and proposes we view major cultural
themes of late antiquity in a new light altogether through an examination of the key cultural concepts of celebrity conversion discipline scripture and salvation jacobs
shifts our understanding of late antiquity from a transformational period open to new ideas and peoples toward a christian empire that posited a troubling but ever
present otherness at the center of its cultural production
クレオパトラの鼻 1997-06-30 神は細部に宿り給う 未来はいつも予想を越える 人類にとって 未知の領野はますます拡大しつつある そこには 当然 予期せぬ事態がひそむ そして歴史は クレオパトラの比喩のように いつも予期せぬことから展開する アメリカの近 現代史を舞台に 差別と良心の拘束 機
械文明と不必要な必要の創造 特殊化する科学知と社会の乖離など 具体的な事例をひいて提言する 歴史家の 未来への警告
The Vanishing Word 2013-09-01 is image everything for many people in our culture image and images are everything americans spend hours watching television but
rarely finish a good book words are quickly losing their appeal arthur hunt sees this trend as a direct assault on christianity he warns that by exalting imagery we risk
becoming mindless pagans our thirst for images has dulled our minds so that we lack the biblical and mental defenses we need to resist pagan influences what about
paganism hunt contends that it never died in modern western culture image based media just brought it to the surface again sex violence and celebrity worship abound
in our culture driving a mass media frenzy reminiscent of pagan idolatry this book is a clear warning that the church is being cut off from its word based heritage and
that we are open to abuse by those who exploit the image but neglect the word thoughtful readers will find this a challenging call to be critical about the images
bombarding our sense and to affirm that the word is everything
Objects of Vision 2021-02-26 advances in technology allow us to see the invisible fetal heartbeats seismic activity cell mutations virtual space yet in an age when
experience is so intensely mediated by visual records the centuries old realization that knowledge gained through sight is inherently fallible takes on troubling new
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dimensions this book considers the ways in which seeing over time has become the foundation for knowing or at least for what we think we know a joan saab examines
the scientific and socially constructed aspects of seeing in order to delineate a genealogy of visuality from the renaissance to the present demonstrating that what we
see and how we see it are often historically situated and culturally constructed through a series of linked case studies that highlight moments of seeming disconnect
between seeing and believing hoaxes miracles spirit paintings manipulated photographs and holograms to name just a few she interrogates the relationship between
visions and visuality this focus on the strange and the wonderful in understanding changing notions of visions and visual culture is a compelling entry point into the
increasingly urgent topic of technologically enhanced representations of reality accessibly written and thoroughly enlightening objects of vision is a concise history of the
connections between seeing and knowing that will appeal to students and teachers of visual studies and sensory social and cultural history
International Perspectives on Maladministration in Education 2018-04-19 this volume develops a theoretical and critical foundation for understanding maladministration
the phenomena of harmful administrative and organisational behaviours in educational systems chapter authors provide theoretical and practice based perspectives
across international contexts regarding common destructive practices that occur in educational organisations such as negligence and mistreatment of people
professional dishonesty fraud and embezzlement abuse of power and corrupt organisational cultures international perspectives on maladministration in education shines
a light on this complex topic by examining various practices at individual group organisational and system levels the contexts and influences that give rise to them and
potential remedies to ensure more accountable just and safe institutions
The American Archivist 1985 this book bridges a gap between discussions about truth human understanding and epistemology in philosophical circles and debates about
objectivity bias and truth in journalism it examines four major philosophical theories in easy to understand terms while maintaining a critical insight which is fundamental
to the contemporary study of journalism the book aims to move forward the discussion of truth in the news media by dissecting commonly used concepts such as bias
objectivity balance fairness in a philosophically grounded way drawing on in depth interviews with journalists to explore how journalists talk about truth
Journalism and the Philosophy of Truth 2016-02-12 although life continues to become increasingly embedded with interactive computing services that make our
lives easier human computer interaction hci has not been given the attention it deserves in the education of software developers at the undergraduate level most entry
level hci textbooks are structured around high level concepts and are not directly tied to the software development process filling this need human computer interaction
fundamentals and practice supplies an accessible introduction to the entire cycle of hci design and implementation explaining the core hci concepts behind each step
designed around the overall development cycle for an interactive software product it starts off by covering the fundamentals behind hci the text then quickly goes into
the application of this knowledge it covers the forming of hci requirements modeling the interaction process designing the interface implementing the resulting design
and evaluating the implemented product although this textbook is suitable for undergraduate students of computer science and information technology it is accessible
enough to be understood by those with minimal programming knowledge supplying readers with a firm foundation in the main hci principles the book provides a working
knowledge of hci oriented software development the core content of this book is based on the introductory hci course advanced junior or senior level undergraduate that
the author has been teaching at korea university for the past eight years the book includes access to powerpoint lecture slides as well as source code for the example
applications used throughout the text
Analyses of Contemporary Society: Keniston, K. The uncommitted: alienated youth in American society. Boorstin, D. J. The image: a guide to pseudo-events in America.
Moskos, C. C., Jr. The American enlisted man. De Grazia, S. Of time, work, and leisure. Rosenberg, B. and Fliegel, N. The vanguard artist: portrait and self-portrait. Liebow,
E. Tally's corner: a study of Negro streetcorner men. Schur, E. M. Our criminal society 1974 in the post factual polity ethical governance administrative and policy crises
in the disinformation era haris alibaši presents a compelling and timely examination of the intricate challenges facing our society in the age of disinformation and
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misinformation this groundbreaking book delves into the critical intersection of ethics governance and the pervasive influence of post factual politics offering a nuanced
understanding of the issues that shape public policy and administration in the digital era haris alibaši with his extensive experience and scholarly insight guides readers
through the complexities of ethical governance amidst the rise of disinformation his insightful analysis covering topics from the history of factual politics to the role of ai
in public discourse is essential for academics policymakers and anyone invested in the future of ethical governance this book is a beacon for those seeking to navigate
and counteract the challenges of misinformation aiming to foster a more informed ethical and resilient society the post factual polity is more than a book it is an urgent
call to action a roadmap for navigating the tumultuous landscape of modern governance and a testament to the power of truth in an era of uncertainty as an
authoritative source in the field it is poised to become a vital reference for those dedicated to upholding the principles of democracy and integrity in public policy and
administration
Human-Computer Interaction 2015-03-20 public relations and social theory broadens the theoretical scope of public relations through its application of the works of
prominent social theorists to the study of public relations the volume focuses on the work of key social theorists including jürgen habermas niklas luhmann michel
foucault ulrich beck pierre bourdieu anthony giddens robert putnam erving goffman peter l berger gayatri chakravorty spivak bruno latour leon mayhew dorothy smith
and max weber unique in its approach the collection demonstrates how the theories of these scholars come to bear on the understanding of public relations as a social
activity understanding public relations in its societal context entails a focus on such concepts as trust legitimacy understanding and reflection as well as on issues of
power behavior and language each chapter is devoted to an individual theorist providing an overview of that theorist s key concepts and contributions and exploring how
these concepts can be applied to public relations as a practice each chapter also includes a box giving a short and concise presentation of the theorist along with
recommendation of key works and secondary literature overall this volume will enhance understanding of theories and their applications in public relations expanding
the breadth and depth of the theoretic foundations of public relations it will be of great interest to scholars and graduate students in public relations and strategic
communication
The Post-Factual Polity 2024-05-01 includes sections reviews of books and abstracts of archive publications western and eastern europe
Public Relations and Social Theory 2009-03-30 in this study professor kelly analyzes dante s understanding of the meanings of tragedy and comedy in his undisputed
works especially the de vulgari eloquentia and the comedia he finds that dante s criteria concerned subject matter and style not emotions like happiness and sorrow or
plot movement from one mood to another or humor or the lack of it he considered vergil s aeneid and his own lyric poems to be tragedies because of their sublime
subjects and their use of elevated style and vocabulary he considered the inferno along with the purgatorio and the paradiso to be a comedy because of the range of
subjects and styles dante s commentators in contrast tended to have a plot based understanding of these genres and they attributed similar views to dante himself on
the basis of both content and style kelly concludes that the epistle to cangrande is not by dante except possibly for the first three paragraphs and therefore ascribes it to
pseudo dante it was not compiled as we have it until the last quarter of the fourteenth century but it incorporated an earlier anonymous accessus to the comedia this
accessus drew heavily on guido da pisa s commentary and it in turn was used by boccaccio
The American Archivist 1999 to arrive at the pinnacle is a mark of progress but where do we go from here at this point because we can only improve modestly due to
diminishing marginal returns things change mentalities change philosophies change priorities change people change and at the root of these changes we find cultural
evidence for the demise of the american economy city at the cusp looks thoroughly at this sociological issue providing a unique glance at and possible remedies for
overcoming this incredibly timely and urgent matter
Tragedy and Comedy from Dante to Pseudo-Dante 2004-01-30 canadian american and british scholars explore the mutually determining relationship of modernism
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and modern celebrity culture in this innovative collection illuminating case studies of subjects both predictable virginia woolf and f scott fitzgerald and surprising elvis
and hitler are balanced by attention to broader issues related to modernist aesthetics such as celebrity s relationship to identity commodification print culture personality
visual cultures and theatricality
City at the Cusp 2009-08-21 as a literary genre the nonfictional reportage has particular implications for the role of the writer pascal sigg shows how six u s american
writers including david foster wallace george saunders and rachel kaadzi ghansah reflect on themselves as human media in their reportage the writers assert themselves
in a postmodern way by scrutinizing their own mediation as it also traces and develops the theorization of reportage as genre along the reporters early concerns with
technical media this pioneering contribution to literary journalism studies paves a way for a new materialist approach in the under researched field
Modernist Star Maps 2010 エリック エヴァンスのドメイン駆動設計 は 2003年の刊行だったにもかかわらず 大型ソフトウェア構築時につきまとう不透明感を払拭するための指針として現役技術者に多大な影響を与えた ある意味 エリック エヴァンスの先見性によって 今日 必要とされる
パタン アンチパタンが整理されていたためだ とはいえ それからすでに11年 ベースとなるオブジェクト指向はそれほど大きな変革はないものの この10年の間にコンピューティングの対象は大きく増え さらにドメイン駆動設計をコトバでは知っているものの 経験値のまだ低い技術者の増加もあり 理論だけで
はなく現状に則した形で体得する必要性が増している 本書はdddの考え方はもちろん コミュニティや実際のビジネスシーンのなかから実践的な方法論を精錬し いわば21世紀 初頭 型ドメイン駆動設計を伝授するものであり 現在のニーズに合致する内容で構成されている 本電子書籍は同名出版物を底本として
作成しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現のため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含んでいる場合があります 印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります 予めご了承ください プレビューにてお手持ちの電子端末での表示状態をご確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社
Mediating the Real 2024-05-31 first published in 1962 this wonderfully provocative book introduced the notion of pseudo events events such as press conferences and
presidential debates which are manufactured solely in order to be reported and the contemporary definition of celebrity as a person who is known for his well knownness
since then daniel j boorstin s prophetic vision of an america inundated by its own illusions has become an essential resource for any reader who wants to distinguish the
manifold deceptions of our culture from its few enduring truths
実践ドメイン駆動設計 2015-03-19 bringing together strands of public discourse about valuing personal achievement at the expense of social values and the impacts of global
capitalism mass media and digital culture on the lives of children this book challenges the potential of science and business to solve the world s problems without a
complementary emphasis on social values the selection of literary works discussed illustrates the power of literature and human arts to instill such values and foster
change the book offers a valuable foundation for the field of literacy education by providing knowledge about the importance of language and literature that educators
can use in their own teaching and advocacy work
Image 1984 there is a mental malaise creeping through the collective human mindset mass psychosis is becoming normalized it is time to break free one of the key
problems facing human beings today is that we do not look after our minds as a consequence we are unaware of the malicious impacts that infiltrate and influence us on
a daily basis this lack of awareness leaves people open and vulnerable many of us have actually become alienated from our own minds argues kingsley l dennis this is
how manipulations occur that result in phenomena such as crowd behaviour and susceptibility to political propaganda consumerist advertising and social management
mass psychosis is only possible because humanity has become alienated from its transcendental source in this state we are prisoners to the impulses that steer our
unconscious we may believe we have freedom but we don t healing the wounded mind discusses these external influences in terms of a collective mental disease the
wetiko virus forbes ahrimanic forces steiner the alien mind castaneda and the collective unconscious shadow jung the human mind has been targeted by corrupt forces
that seek to exploit our thinking on a grand scale this is the magician s trick that has kept us captive within the social systems that both distract and subdue us in the
first part of this transformative book the author outlines how the wounded mind manifests in cultural conditioning from childhood onwards in the second part he
examines how hypermodern cultures are being formed by this mental psychosis and shaping our brave new world in an inspiring conclusion we are shown the gnostic
path to freedom through connecting with the transcendental source of life recognizing the root causes of the malaise is a crucial step and i hope that the readers of this
brilliant and profound book will recognize the urgency of taking it ervin laszlo kingsley dennis with eloquence and erudition knows how to enter a field that most people
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find daunting by way of a relentless search for new ways of thinking dennis like few others exhibits a timeless enthusiasm for discovery james cowan author of a
mapmaker s dream again kingsley dennis demonstrates that he is one of very few thinkers who seem to understand the scope and subtlety of the immense transition
that humanity is experiencing john l petersen founder of the arlington institute
Why Reading Books Still Matters 2017-08-29 what makes a film spiritually significant these twelve essays explore the religious political social and psychological
importance of films on the arts faith top 100 list of spiritually significant films the anthology features close readings and analyses of films by dreyer antonioni pasolini
kubrick scorsese schrader miyazaki and others it provides both important contributions to the understanding of canonical directors and a foundational introduction for
those seeking to understand film as one expression of human spirituality
Healing the Wounded Mind 2019-10-10 新しい千年紀を迎えようとしている今 マクルーハンがなぜまた重要なのか それは 1980年に彼が死亡して以来のメディアの進化により 彼のメタファーと一致する出来事が現代のコミュニケーションの現実の中で急増しているから
だ
Film as an Expression of Spirituality 2023-09-29 のちに脳神経科医になるサックス先生は子供のころ 化学に夢中だった いつも指先を粉塵で黒くして 金属をはじめとする物質の化学的な振舞いの面白さを説き語ってやまないおじ タングステンおじさん がいたからだ
サックス先生が暖かな家族に囲まれて科学への憧れを育んだ楽園の日々が ノスタルジー豊かに綴られる 同時に化学の発展史が一風変わった切り口から紹介される 出色の自伝的エッセイ 待望の文庫化
デジタル・マクルーハン 2000-03-30 最終戦争ですべてが崩壊し 廃墟となったアメリカで 人々は小さな集落をきずき やっと生きのびていた ゴードンは そんな世界をひとりで生き抜いてきた男だった だが 山中に遺棄された郵便配達のジープを発見したとき 彼の運命は大きく変わった 郵便配達の制服
を着たゴードンは アメリカ再建をめざし 孤立無援の戦いに挑むが キャンベル記念賞 ローカス賞受賞 ケビン コスナー監督 主演で映画化の話題作
タングステンおじさん 2016-07 to understand properly the use of propaganda it is necessary to move beyond the conventional largely descriptive treatments that have been the
scholarly norm and to move deeply into a sustained theoretical analysis of the concept in terms of its primary cognitive and ethical deficits through a sequential
consideration of the epistemology ethics and metaphysics of propaganda that is one that emerges from a historical review of theories and definitions of the subject
author stanley b cunningham provides a radical new window on a much discussed discipline he aims to secure a concept of propaganda that reflects the complexity and
sophistication of contemporary mass persuasion practices while avoiding the trivializations and cliches that mark much of propaganda scholarship utilizing an assortment
of philosophical analyses and arguments cunningham contends that the culture of propaganda is primarily and originally rooted in a wide range of epistemological
disservices that indeed propaganda is neither ethically neutral nor indeterminate and that its lack of ethics constitutes part of its very definition eschewing the
methodology of social science this radical study represents the first ever systematic and philosophically structured approach in the 80 year history of propaganda
analysis
ポストマン 1998-02 death has been deemed the great equalizer but each journey towards our shared ultimate fate is unique the length of our lives the quality of our last days
how our deaths are perceived by others and the handling of our remains are governed by nature and many socio cultural factors unequal before death is an edited
collection that addresses inequalities surrounding death from the perspectives of scholars in a wide range of humanistic and social science disciplines including art
history anthropology film and media studies political science popular culture psychology religion sociology and statistics the majority of the chapters of this
interdisciplinary anthology are revised versions of papers presented at the second austin h kutscher memorial conference entitled unequal before death organized by the
columbia university seminar on death in march 2010 and attended by leading experts in academia healthcare and the not for profit sector the purpose of this volume is
to bring attention to the many inequalities affecting the end of life experience and to encourage collaborative research and action that can improve the experience for
the dying and those around them this volume does not question the truism of death as the ultimate equalizer but rather seeks to explore the many ways in which the
final journey is not equal
The Idea of Propaganda 2002-05-30 the southwest has long been an american dreamscape and inherently this has had its affect on the land and its people among other
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topics discussed in the package of essays is how the area is transformed by tourism and how native people gain autonomy by presenting their experiences and cultures
to tourists
Unequal Before Death 2012-03-15 this balanced examination looks at america s pervasive celebrity culture concentrating on the period from 1950 to the present day
star struck an encyclopedia of celebrity culture is neither a stern critic nor an apologist for celebrity infatuation a phenomenon that sometimes supplants more weighty
matters yet constitutes one of our nation s biggest exports this encyclopedia covers american celebrity culture from 1950 to 2008 examining its various aspects and its
impact through 86 entries by 30 expert contributors demonstrating that all celebrities are famous but not all famous people are celebrities the book cuts across the
various entertainment medias and their legions of individual stars it looks at sports celebrities and examines the role of celebrity in more serious pursuits and institutions
such as the news media corporations politics the arts medicine and the law also included are entries devoted to such topics as paranoia and celebrity one name
celebrities celebrity nicknames family unit celebrity sidekick celebrities and even criminal celebrities
The Culture of Tourism, the Tourism of Culture 2003
Star Struck 2009-12-09
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